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Ancient Greece – Impact & influence on 
the Western World (3 weeks)
- Olympics
- Religion
- Politics
I can explain how Ancient Greece's legacy has had a 

significant impact on modern society- Architecture, striving for 

the physical purity (Olympics), Birth of democracy.

I understand that democracy is a concept that originates from 

Ancient Greece 

I can explain that in Ancient Greece, they worshipped many 

gods (Polytheistic)

WW2 –
1) Chronology - timeline
2) Geography
3) Battles – Dunkirk

Early Islamic Civilisation –
Geography and chronology (1 week)
House of Wisdom (2 weeks)
Silk Road (Trade, Prosperity) 
Silk Road (Spreading Beliefs)

Black History 
Month:
(2 lessons)
1) Chronology
2) Journeys
Y5: Windrush
Y6: Compare 
windrush to 
Atlantic Slave 
Trade

Early Islamic Civilisation – Compare early 
medieval Britain to Baghdad (6 lessons)

WW2 – National picture within Britain. 
Changes/Rationing/Evacuation/ Propaganda (5 weeks)

Victorians: Local Study – Industrial Revolution 
and how that affected Derbyshire (6/7 lessons)
I understand that sources and artefacts tell us something 
about the past
I can explain how the industrial revolution shaped and 
developed Derbyshire
I can explain that the Industrial Revolution was when 
factories were built, and products were made by 
machines not labourers.
I can explain that in the era, cities and towns grew 

through urbanization

Chronology/timelines of Ancient Greece (5 lessons)
Chronology & Geography
Civilisation – Beliefs, Artefacts, Democracy

4) Battles - Battle of 
Britain
5) Battles – Pearl 
Harbour

I understand and can explain that WWII started due to Germany invading Poland and 

the associated dates; I can explain that the countries of the allies and the axis were at 

war with each other; I can summarise the significance of the battles of WW2.

I can explain that the House of 
Wisdom was the name of the 
centre of education and inclusivity 
in Baghdad

I can explain that the Silk Road was the ancient 
trade route that linked the Western World with 
the Middle East and Asia. It helped to spread 
beliefs/ideas and trade goods.

I can explain why Baghdad is an important city in 
the Islamic Empire

I can explain the impact that WW2 
had on British society and the lives 
of Britons.

I can explain how Ancient Greece's legacy has had a significant 
impact on modern society
I understnd that democracy is a concept that originates from 
Ancient Greece
I understand that sources and artefacts tell us something about 
the past

I have an understanding of 

chronology of Early Islamic 

Civilisation. I understand that concurrence is when 

things happen in different parts of the 

world at the same time.

Early Islamic Civilisation – compare to 
other Empires studied  (2 weeks)
Y5 I can make comparisons between 

EIC and  Ancient Romans, Ancient 

Egyptians and the people in the 

Neolithic Period

Y6 I can make comparisons between 

EIC and Ancient Romans, Ancient 

Egyptians and Ancient Greeks

Tudors (4 lessons)
Chronology
Travel & Exploration

LKS2
Stone-Age, Roman 

Empire, Roman 
Britain, Anglo-Saxons, 
Vikings, Ancient Egypt

Key Stage 3
Events of WW2/causes of WW1

Battles of WW2, Battles in the 

American Revolution, Immigrants 

after WW2, Periods of history 

(chronology), World Empires, 

Islamic Empire, Mughal Empire, 

Feudal Systems (political 

systems), Development of 

Colonies.

Black History 
Month (3 
lessons)
Apartheid 
Sources 
Cause & effect of 
apartheid

Comparison between great leaders - Alexander the Great & Julius 
Caesar (2 lessons)
Alexander the Great, Geography of Empires
A comparison between leaders of empires
I can explain the impact of influential leaders not just within their own 
empires but in a wider sense.
I can compare the leadership of the largest empires in history

Tudors (3 weeks)
- Overview, chronology 
and geography
- Monarchy
- English Reformation
I understand that 5 
Tudor monarchs are 
Henry VII, Henry VIII, 
Mary I, Edward VI and 
Elizabeth I
Henry VII beat Richard 
III at the Battle of 
Bosworth (in the War of 
the Roses) to take the 
crown – (House of York 
to the House of Tudor.)
I can explain that the 
catalyst for the English 
Reformation was Henry 
VIII’S wish for a divorce 
from Catherine of 
Aragon and when the 
Pope refused, he 
created his own church 
– The Church of 
England.

Tudors – Comparison to other significant civilisations (3 
weeks) 
Tudors v EIC – Religion and beliefs
Tudors v Ancient Egypt/Ancient Greece – beliefs & culture
Tudors v Victorians – Travel and Exploration

Victorians
Overview, geography & chronology
Innovation and industry – short span of time with significant impact
Innovation and industry – Comparing the role of transport for economics
Exploration & Empire plus Atlantic Slave Trade
I can explain how in the Victorian era, cities and towns grew through 
urbanization
I understand that the Industrial Revolution was when factories were built, 
and products were made by machines not labourers.
I understand the significance and effect of the British Empire, including the 
trade triangle and the importance of wealth and power.

WW2 – Local Study - Project
How did WW2 affect Derbyshire?
-Changes of  RR facilities to munitions factories
-Bombing/shooting raids over Rolls-Royce
-Were children evacuated?


